
Peace Corps-Philippines 

The United States Peace Corps program in the Philippines seeks qualified candidates for the position of: 

MEDICAL ASSISTANT 
[Code: MA) 

TYPE OF CONTRACT: Personal Services Contract (PSC) 
Contract is for 1 year & renewable, subject to funding availability.

POSITION FUNCTION 
This position performs a variety of clinical and administrative duties in support of the Health Unit. The 
Medical Assistant (MA) works under the guidance of the Peace Corps Medical Officer (PCMO) and 
reports to the Country Director (CD) for administrative issues. 
The MA is responsible for providing administrative support and, to the extent credentialed, clinical support, 
including but not limited to; working as the health unit receptionist, actively assisting the PCMO in clinical 
care*, screening phone calls, taking messages, coordinating requests, scheduling medical appointments, 
distributing of medicines to Peace Corps Volunteers (PCVs) under PCMO oversight, and other clerical and 
administrative functions in support of the PCMO (s). 

*Clinical duties will be performed as approved by the Medical Director through the Credentialing Committee/Office of
Health Services (OHS), with clinical oversight by the PCMO.

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

SUPPORT TO THE HEALTH UNIT 
The Medical Assistant coordinates responsibilities directly with the PCMO. The MA must adhere to 
confidentiality regarding PCVs medical issues and possess excellent interpersonal and administrative 
skills. 
Clinical Support 
◆ Serves as chaperone for PCMO during medical examinations and procedures.
◆ Performs clinical privileges as approved by the Medical Director/OHS, which may include clinical

tasks such as taking vital signs, administering immunizations, performing laboratory tests, etc.
◆ Responsible for sterilization of equipment.
◆ Serves as an alternate medical companion for PCVs going for out-patient procedures like IUD insertion

with local specialist in post.
◆ Submits PCV specimen to accredited PC laboratories and medical centers.

Administrative Support 
◆ Screens phone calls and takes messages when PCMO is unavailable.
◆ Places and returns telephone calls, emails and text messages for the Health Unit, including

scheduling, modifying, and canceling appointments in coordination with PCVs, PCMO and others,
such as consultants and laboratories.

◆ Follows-up on outstanding consultant and laboratory reports, ensuring this information is relayed to the
PCMO for review.

◆ Drafts correspondence such as letters, memos, fax covers, etc. at the request of the PCMO to



consultants, PCVs, laboratories, hospitals, etc. 
◆ Routes incoming correspondence to PCMO, stamps and files correspondence.
◆ Utilizes PCMEDICS, as trained, to document clinical care given, and to assist the PCMO and backup

provider in the delivery of and documentation of PCV health care.
◆ Responsible for scanning, labelling, uploading and filling all documents into PCMEDICS after PCMO

review, ensuring three identifiers are on each document.
◆ Prepares envelopes and packages, including laboratory samples and medical supplies to be sent to

PCVs, to the training sites and to other destinations, and forwards them to the appropriate
administrative staff for delivery.

◆ Responsible for photocopying health forms, medical presentation materials and other related
documents.

◆ Responsible for requesting office supplies and materials for use in the Health Unit.
◆ Regularly updates the list of medical facilities and medical service providers under the instruction and

oversight by PCMO.
◆ Assists PCMO in reviewing the Volunteer Health Handbook given to PCVs during Pre-Service Training

(PST). Updates medical facilities and medical providers’ addresses, contact information, and any other
information required in this Handbook.

◆ Manages the health information material in the Health Unit available to PCV, stocking brochures,
pamphlets and books. Keeps a detailed list of all books and media materials loaned out.

◆ Responsible for receiving and registering all medical bills submitted by PCVs and local medical service
providers. Submits bills to PCMO for approval, verifying name of Volunteer, date of services rendered,
and that services were requested by PCMO.

◆ Keeps updated files of all medical bills presented by PCVs and others.
◆ Maintains VIDA with up-to-date information regarding PCVs out of site for medical purposes.
◆ Uploads PCV passport face pages and visa pages into PCMEDICS, monitoring regularly to assure

accurate and current information.
◆ Prepare Travel Allowances for planned medical related events i.e. mid-medical exam, COS medical

exam and other related activities.

Medical Supply Duties 
◆ Ensures an adequate supply of disposable materials, maintains internal medical inventory, and keeps

PCMO informed.
◆ Responsible for updating internal medical inventory system (as determined by the PCMO) when

medication/supplies are delivered, dispensed and destroyed.
◆ Assists the Acceptance Point Clerk (APC) when medical supplies are received.
◆ Provides documentation to the Medical Supply Inventory Control Clerk (MSICC) on receiving,

dispensing and disposing of specially designated medications and controlled substances.
◆ Keeps an accurate control of the expiration dates of all medicines and alerts the PCMO of upcoming

expired medications. Removes expired items from the pharmacy and logs all items scheduled for
disposal.

◆ Responsible for organization and shelving of Health Unit supplies.
◆ Assists PCMO with PCV medical supply requests.
◆ Prepares draft orders for medical supplies, with PCMO guidance, based on needs, historical data, and

inventory availability. Assists the PCMO in ordering medical supplies from PC/HQ and local/regional
vendors.

◆ Maintains files, according to fiscal year, of all ordering, receiving and dispensing documents in
compliance with TG 240: Medical Supplies and Equipment.

◆ Assists PCMOs in the monitoring of the medical supplies budget.

 Other Duties 
◆ Attends staff meetings, in-service trainings, and retreats when indicated.



◆ Understands and complies with Peace Corps safety and security policies and procedures.
◆ Complies with Peace Corps code of ethics, privacy and confidentiality policies.
◆ Files all documents produced by the position in accordance with the Peace Corps rules and

regulations.
◆ To the extent Contractor is allowed to operate a US government owned, leased, or rented vehicle

(GOV) to perform their job duties, the Contractor must operate that vehicle safely at all times and only
operate it for official business purposes as defined in 31 USC 1334

◆ Contractor is encouraged to refrain from texting or from engaging in any behavior that distracts
attention from driving safely at any time. Except in an emergency situation, Contractor shall not

text message (i) when driving a GOV; (ii) when driving a privately-owned vehicle (POV) while on official
government business; or (iii) while using electronic equipment supplied by the government while driving
any vehicle (even during off-duty hours)

◆ Performs other assignments considered as necessary by the PCMO in consultation with the CD, as
indicated.

Inherently Governmental Function (IGF) 
May be designated as a Sub-Cashier - (Designated by the Chief Financial Officer) 
Responsibilities as a sub-cashier include performing limited cash disbursements as directed by the DMO, proper 
disbursing and collecting of funds, proper accounting for funds advanced, safeguarding funds advanced, and 
accepting personal responsibility and financial liability for funds after successful completion of the requisite 
training for performing sub-cashier duties.  (See MS 760 and OFMH 13) 

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE 

QUALIFICATIONS 
Education: Successful completion of a nursing school (technical/university degree), general medical school, 
medical assistant program, and a valid registered clinical license/diploma or applicable knowledge and 
experience obtained through on-the-job training or under the direct guidance of a provider (supporting 
documentation must be submitted). Advantage: Registered Nurse with valid PRC License. 
Work Experience: Two years progressively responsible related experience with knowledge of administrative 
medical duties related to health services. Clerical and secretarial experience desirable. Advantage: Candidate 
with more than 4 year experience in administrative medical duties and/or one or more year experience 
working with a similar international organization, a US Government agency, or with foreigners. 
Job Knowledge: Basic knowledge of administration of health units/facilities, including procurement of 
medical supplies and inventory control. Advantage: Candidate with more than two year experience in 
procurement of medical supplies and in handling inventory. 
Language: English fluency is required. 
Computer skills: Knowledge of Microsoft Office programs (Word, Power Point, Access, Outlook, and Excel). 

OTHER INFORMATION: 
Communication Skill Expectation:  
Ability to communicate (oral & written) in English and Tagalog, across multiple levels of contacts.  Ability to both 
give and receive feedback, to work independently and as a part of a team. Ability to organize, multi-task, work under 
pressure and proactively manage volume of work to deliver quality and timely output.  
Level of Effort: Performs duties during a 40 hour workweek at a set schedule. Events may require occasional work in 
the evenings and on weekends and holidays. 
Performance Expectation:  
Probationary Period:  First 180 Days (six months) 
Full Performance Level: Within one year  



SALARY AND BENEFITS 
SALARY AND BENEFITS 
• Salary and benefits based on US Embassy Local Compensation Plan
• Bonus of 17.33% of annual basic salary
• Medical/Hospital benefits patterned after the US Embassy benefits program

PROCEDURES FOR APPLICATION 

Email the following documents to PH-vacancy@peacecorps.gov, with the code ‘MA’ on the subject box for 
application to be considered: 

1) Current resume
2) A reference from current or previous employer (The reference must be within one year).
3) Valid, active license appropriate to the scope of practice, or a statement issued from the appropriate regulatory 

authority.
4) Diploma or degree from a professional school, or a statement of qualifications from previous employer(s) 

describing on the job training and skills.
5) Completed/signed MA privilege form (Attachment B) - TG 110 Attach B MA Privileging Form.pdf
6) Completed/signed skills checklist (Attachment C) - TG 110 Attach C MA Skills Checklist (002).pdf

(any problem with link to access forms, please email fparreno@peacecorps.gov)

Deadline for application: August 30, 2020 
In the event that no candidate is selected for the position, application will remain open until position is filled.  

Note: We will only contact applicants who are being considered. No need to follow-up. Thank you for your 
understanding.  

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
The Peace Corps is both a federal agency and a vehicle through which American citizens offer needed assistance to people around the 
world and, in doing so, promote greater cross-cultural understanding between Americans and the people of the host countries.  The 
fulfillment of the Peace Corps’ mission to foster greater understanding among the world’s citizens requires that we adhere to the 
highest standards with respect to equal employment opportunity for all Volunteers, employees, and applicants. Discrimination based 
on factors that have no bearing on a person’s ability to serve and perform his or her duties is not permitted and will not be tolerated. 

mailto:vacancy@peacecorps.gov
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.peacecorps.gov/documents/TG110_AttachB_MA_Privileging_Form.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.peacecorps.gov/documents/TG110_AttachC_MA_Skills_Checklist002.pdf
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